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Seniors and Veterans

To nominate a veteran to be honored as a Valley Patriot of the month, please email us
at valleypatriot@aol.com.

for the standard 13 weeks of basic training
and then shipped to Battery Park, New York
for anti-aircraft defense of the city while
awaiting an overseas assignment.

As part of the 414th AAA Battalion in New
York, Harvey manned 40 mm anti-aircraft
guns that were set up to defend the Squib
and telephone company buildings. His
unusually good stereoscopic vision was
invaluable in using specially designed
equipment to estimate the range of targets,
and this became his specialty.

Although the accommodations in New
York City consisted of army-issue tents, it
was a relatively peaceful assignment since
German warplanes never made it to the U.S.
Harvey’s stateside duty came to an end in
June 1943 when he received orders for
Iceland – a temporary duty station prior to
shipping out to Europe to fight the Germans.

The trip began with an 18-day voyage to
Liverpool, England and ended up at Keflavik,
Iceland. Harvey knew he wasn’t in Lawrence
any longer. The summer days at 65 degrees
north latitude were nearly 24 hours long with
the sun only dipping below the horizon for
a few minutes each day. Winter was a
different matter: twenty-four-hour nights
with howling winds and bitter cold. Ropes
had to be strung between Quonset huts to
provide handholds for soldiers trying to walk
from hut-to-hut.

Harvey remembers the people of Iceland
being relatively pro-German. The Germans
had only recently left Iceland and they had
been instrumental in connecting many
Icelandic homes to the hot springs for winter
heating. In that cold, anyone who helps you
stay warm is probably appreciated!

Unbeknownst to Pfc. Gibeau, the Allies
were planning an early June invasion of
France at Normandy. Part of that plan
included moving Harvey – and thousands
of others – to England in preparation for
supporting operations in Europe after D-Day.
Training and gunnery practice were over. It
was time to put Hitler back on his heels.

Harvey left Iceland in early March of 1944
and made stops in Glasgow, Hereford, and
Camp Foxley before arriving at the White
Cliffs of Dover. While there, Harvey’s unit
tried to shoot down several German buzz
bombs headed for London. Even though the
soldiers hit them with several 90 mm anti-
aircraft shells, the bombs kept flying.

Eventually they were ordered to stop
shooting to preserve
ammunition. The buzz
bombs kept flying overhead
all night, but many were
duds and didn’t explode
when they came down on
London. Some were found
and carefully dug up
decades after the war.

Harvey didn’t know when the invasion of
France was scheduled to begin, but he had
a hint in the early morning hours of June 6th

when he looked up and saw the sky full of
U.S. warplanes. Harvey noted, “I didn’t
know the U.S. had that many planes. The
sky was dark with planes. It was an amazing
sight.”

Shortly thereafter, Harvey was on an LST
bound for Normandy. He landed in France
on D+8 days (June 14, 1944). Harvey
remembers the backgrounds of the soldiers
in his company. They were
from Minnesota, Chicago,
Arkansas, and Baton Rouge,
plus a Quaker from
Pennsylvania Dutch
Country, and a full-blooded
American Indian. Mix in a
Lawrence boy and this
company had some real
variety!

As Harvey’s unit moved
away from the Normandy
beaches, he remembers
seeing the pointed stakes the
Germans put in the ground to impale U.S.
paratroopers when they landed. French
citizens buried many of the American
paratroopers that died in the early part of
the invasion, but kept the parachutes to
make much needed clothing.

The 414th AAA Battalion moved with the
Allied forces as they penetrated deeper and
deeper into the French countryside. Harvey
recalls that the lines between U.S. and
German forces were disorganized and
chaotic. It wasn’t a clearly marked boundary
and, on several occasions, his group found
themselves behind enemy lines. Once, he
woke up to a real racket, only to find himself
on the edge of a raging battle on an adjacent
hillside.

Harvey’s tour of France included
Marseilles, Nancy, and Rheims. His artillery
unit, equipped with 90 mm anti-aircraft
artillery, traveled in truck convoys and once
was strafed by German fighters. It happened
so fast that there was no time to jump in a
ditch or take cover. Thankfully, the unit
suffered no casualties.

As the last days of fall passed, U.S. troops
became more and more confident that the
war would soon be over. Some even spoke
about being home by early 1945. The
Germans had a different plan. On December
16, 1944 the Germans launched their
Ardennes Offensive - what we call the Battle
of the Bulge. Well over a million men fought
in this battle consisting of three German
Armies, three American Armies, and three

British Divisions. The Germans
suffered 100,000 casualties. We
suffered approximately 81,000
casualties, including 23,554
captured and over 19,000 killed.
Both sides lost approximately 800
tanks. The battle lasted for six
weeks.

After the first few days of the
battle, it was going very badly for
Allied forces. We were losing men
faster than we could replace them.
Every soldier was needed at the
front. Even though Harvey was
trained in anti-aircraft artillery , his

country needed him to take on the role of an
infantry soldier. He
remembers thinking at
the time, “I have a lot of
worrying to do!”

There was no time for
training. Two weeks into
the battle, Harvey joined

the fight as an infantryman. His unit still
had its 90 mm guns, but now they were not
pointed up but, instead, were pointed at
German tanks.

He remembers four tanks probably less
than a half-mile away that had their sights
on his unit. The British troops that Harvey’s
unit was supporting fired on the German
tanks and they turned tail and ran.

On another occasion, Harvey was
standing near a British military vehicle when,
with no warning, a German armor-piercing
shell hit the vehicle right between two seats.
Fortunately for Harvey, the shell didn’t

explode, but it did leave a
nasty-looking hole right
through two inches of steel
armor plating.

The weather during the first
week of the battle was horrible.
For over a week, U.S. aircrews
couldn’t launch a strike or
provide air cover. The first U.S.
air operation in the battle
occurred on Christmas
morning. That same morning,
Harvey volunteered for a
mission to clear German forces

from a section of a nearby town. He and two
other soldiers approached a farmhouse and,
not knowing if there were German soldiers
inside, one of the men threw a grenade
towards a window. It missed the window but
made a pretty impressive explosion
nevertheless.

There were, in fact, approximately half a
dozen German soldiers inside the farmhouse
at the time. They decided it was best to
vacate the premises while they still had a
chance. Harvey and his two comrades
subdued and captured the Germans as they
ran from the house. As this was taking place,
Harvey noticed a
group of German
soldiers in a nearby
field. U.S. warplanes
strafed the field and
Harvey and his two
companions cap-tured
another dozen German
soldiers … making 18
prisoners in all. He has
several souvenirs
taken from the Germans
captured that day –
three medals and a small package of
Chesterfield cigarettes – but he regrets not
getting one of the German P-38 pistols that
one of his fellow soldiers confiscated. For
this operation, Harvey was awarded the
Bronze Star.

Several days later, Harvey recalls
witnessing the gruesome sights of dead
German snipers still hanging in the trees and,

A rare moment of relaxation

BRONZE STAR CITATION: Private First Class Harvey Gibeau, 11055053, Coast
Artillery Corps, United States Army, for meritorious service in connection with
military operations against the enemy on 25 December 1944. Private First Class
Gibeau, together with a fellow soldier, volunteered to accompany a warrant officer
of his battalion on patrol. Fully realizing the dangers they would encounter, he and
his companions entered a town still partially held by the enemy and aided in
clearing the area. After entering the town, Private First Class Gibeau and his
companions assisted in capturing a number of enemy troops. By his courageous
and voluntary actions, Private First Class Gibeau aided greatly in clearing the area
of enemy forces. Private First Class Gibeau’s courage and devotion to duty are a
credit to himself and to the Army of the United States. “Cpl. Harvey Gibeau was
awarded the Bronze Star, the Good Conduct Medal, and the European Theater of
Operations medal.”

on another occasion, seeing the burnt
remains of several German soldiers in a
pillbox who had been killed by flamethrowers
several hours earlier. It is apparently the
smell that makes the most lasting impression.
“I really got to me,” he said.

With so many German prisoners taken in
the Battle of the Bulge, the U.S. had to man
numerous new prison camps. Harvey was
assigned to supervise a section of a POW
camp that housed captured German officers.
They professed to not liking Hitler, but later
Harvey found out that many of them had
been members of the German Nazi Party since
the mid-thirties – not exactly the makings of
a pro-democracy group!

Harvey’s POW camp assignment
continued until the end of the war in Europe.
Shortly after victory was declared, orders
came to free the German prisoners and allow
them to walk back home to Germany. Many
were reluctant to leave the camp, fearing they
would be shot as they walked away. Maybe
that is a reflection of what they would have
done if the tables were reversed.

After VE-Day, Harvey went to Brussels
to await return to the U.S. The magic day
finally came in September 1945 when he
boarded the Queen Elizabeth. The Queen
Elizabeth was a fast ship and the return
voyage took only 5 days. Harvey was
discharged from active duty in November
of 1945, after more than three years and three

months of active duty.

On the return voyage
Harvey met another
soldier from Lawrence
and they became
friends. Upon reaching
New York, his new
friend invited Harvey to
his home to meet the
family. Harvey took him
up on the offer and, as
he walked in the door,

he saw his friend’s sister, Flora, for the first
time. They were married 8 months later and
have been together now for nearly 60 years!
At first, they took up residence in Lawrence,
but have now lived in Methuen for the last
32 years. Although Harvey worked for
several employers, he spent over 30 years
with Borden Chemical in North Andover. He
and Flora have two children, five
grandchildren, and two great-grandchildren.
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with Jim Cassidy

TTTTTo The Greao The Greao The Greao The Greao The Greatest Genertest Genertest Genertest Genertest Generaaaaationtiontiontiontion

Jim is Vice-Commander of American Legion
Post #219. He served as a combat

infantryman in WWII, fighting in France and
Germany with the 70th Infantry Division. You

can email him with questions or comments at:
Cassperryst@aol.com

   “And so my fellow countrymen, today I report to you
that your sons and daughters have served you well and
faithfully with a calm, deliberate, determined fighting spirit
of the American soldier and sailor.  Their spiritual strength
and power has brought us through to victory. They are
homeward bound, take care of them.”

   So spoke General MacArthur by radio broadcast to
his America, whose long night had finally dawned with
victory. The General had just accepted the unconditional
surrender of the Japanese Empire aboard the battleship
Missouri anchored in Tokyo Bay.  The signing officially
ended the war that changed the shape and future of the
world — World War II!

   It was a world that had just seen 50 million of its people
die in six years of war.  Over 400,000 of them had been
Americans killed in battle. And yet, the conqueror had
spoken in words of peace to the conquered.  As he did so,
the clouds lifted and the sun glistened off ancient Mount
Fuji in the distance.

  Even today the General’s words of his hope for peace
speak out for all eternity as they are inscribed on the WW
II Memorial in Washington, D.C., entitled “The Wars End:

Today the guns are
silent. A great tragedy
has ended. A great
victory has been won.
The skies no longer
rain death -- the seas
bear only commerce --
men everywhere walk
upright in the
sunlight. The entire
world is quietly at
peace.”

   The inspiring Memorial captures the many profound

and remembered statements made during the war from FDR’s,
“A day that will live in Infamy,” to President Harry Truman’s,
“A debt to these heroic men and valiant women in the service
of our country can never be repaid… .”

   The Memorial, with its soaring fountains and towering
surrounding granite columns, covers 7.4 acres and
completes a vista stretching from the Washington
Monument to the Lincoln Memorial.  It honors the 16 million
men and women who served and the 400,000 who died to
preserve our freedoms and liberties — a fitting tribute to
remember forever the sacrifices of “the Greatest
Generation.”

   The Memorial is symbolic of the defining event of the
20th century. It is a monument to the spirit, sacrifice and
commitment of the American people to the common defense
of the nation and to the broader causes of peace and freedom
from tyranny throughout the world. Above all, the Memorial
stands as a symbol of American National Unity, a timeless
reminder of the moral strength and awesome power of a
free people united and bonded together in a common and
just cause.

A Veterans Day Tribute...

Phone: (978) 682-4060   Fax: (978) 682-3234

Locally Owned and Family Operated

Farrah Funeral Home
Across from our Old Location

133 Lawrence St.

Lawrence, MA 01841

Louis Farrah, II
David Moynihan

(Manager)

   I visited “my Memorial” recently and it was an emotional
experience.  It is hard to describe this beautiful edifice as it
is more a feeling of remembrance of those fateful days that
shaped the future course of this country.  Many of my
fellow comrades from that “Greatest Generation” were
visiting with me on the site and we greeted each other with
a simple smile, a handshake and a “how are you doing?”
Yes, the Monument is alive and is almost overpowering in
its grandeur, and yet it has a simple, serene and peaceful
aspect to it for those who served “in the big one.”  Called
“The Jewel of the Mall,” it is simply the best.

   The huge Memorial surrounds the refurbished and
famous rainbow reflecting pool.  At the end of this pool, an
inspirational and overpowering wall of 4,000 golden
sculptured stars in blazing color — one star commemorating
100 Americans who died in WW II — representing over
400,000 young men and women who made the ultimate
sacrifice so that freedom in America could be secured.

   As we honored Veterans Day, 2005, let us all remember
not only our military personnel who made the supreme
sacrifice in protecting our country in its time of peril, but
also their families who have suffered with them.  As we try
to stay united and unafraid of those who would try to take
away our precious freedoms and liberties, let us always
remember and honor our military veterans.

    God Bless Them All, and God Bless America!

I am so humbled by your
support and your votes on

election day...  THANK YOU!
Grisel Silva

LLLLLawrence Citawrence Citawrence Citawrence Citawrence City Councilory Councilory Councilory Councilory Councilor-Elect-Elect-Elect-Elect-Elect, District "B", District "B", District "B", District "B", District "B"
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Senior & Family Activities in the Valley
Seniors and Veterans

Methuen Senior Center

Cabaret Schedule

(11/26) The Mel - Tones

(12/3)    Pete Saran

(12/17)  Variations

(12/31) New Year’s Eve
Dinner/Dance w/The Mel-
Tones

Travel

(12/6) Christmas in Hawaii
at the  HuKe Lau. Luncheon
and live show. Shopping.
Bright Nights at Forest park.
$55pp. Depart  9:15am.

December 13-15. New York
City & Radio City Music Hall
Christmas Show. $465pp/
d.o. Includes round trip
trans-portation, 2 nights at
Hotel Wellington, 3 meals,
show and more.

Methuen Memorial Music Hall

Silent Movie

(11/18) 8pm Hunchback of
Notre Dame

Christmas Event

(12/2)  7-9pm Free event,
Open House

Blood Pressure Clinic
Tuesdays 9-11am

Bus trip to Lawrence Cinema
first Monday of each month.
$3.00, includes travel, movie
& popcorn

YWCA of Haverhill

“Creating Holiday Magic with

Steve”

Dinner & Holiday floral
presentation by Steve from
Flowers by Steve

November 30, 6pm, $45

DiBurro’s Function Hall, Ward
Hill

North Andover Senior
Center

Thanksgiving Luncheon

November 17, $8, includes
entertainment

Holiday Breakfast

December 8 at 9am. $5 .
open to men & women

Parade Warm up & Holiday

Fair

November 26, 10am-3pm

Watch the Santa Parade,
view the Gala of Trees and
shop the sales tables

Rogers Center for the Arts

Merrimack College, North
Andover

“Peter Pan” presented by the

Pentucket Players

November 18, 19, 25, 26,
8pm

November 19, 20, 26, 2pm

www.pentucketplayers.org
or call 978 521-9259

   New England Ringers

November 27, 4pm

978 851-3024

Merrimack Valley Philhar-

monic Orchestra Annual

Family Holiday Celebration

December 4 at 2:30pm
978 685-3505

“The Nutcracker”

Friday, Dec. 9 at 7:30pm
Sat, Dec. 10 at 2pm &
7:30pm

Sunday, Dec.11 at 1pm &
5pm

978 975-0289

New England Classical

Singers

Presents “Christmas Col-
lege” December 17 at
7:30pm call 978 474-6090

A Merry Music Hall Christmas

December 3, 7:30pm

December 4, 7pm

For ticket: 978 682-8674

Haverhill Senior Center

Pool played daily 8am to
3:30pm

Lunch program: weekdays
11:15am. Cost $2.00 per
meal

Weekday coffee and
doughnuts 9-10am

Bingo Mondays and
Thursdays 1-3pm

Answers on Page 26
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Why Attend Town
Meeting?

North Andover

Thomson School Students Raise $500.00 for Swings
Aubry, Hanna, Hannah,  Alexa

(back), Samantha, Zack, Travis,
and Nick presented a check for
$500.00 to the Thomson School
PTO (North Andover) to pay for
swings on the school playground.
After the check was presented, the
PTO voted to appropriate money
for the purchase of new swings in
the amount of aprox. $7,000

North Andover is having its Special Town
Meeting on December 5, 2005, yet everyone
I speak to want to know why.

The meeting was initially scheduled so
that voters could decide on whether or not
to rezone the Lucent Technologies site now
owned by Ozzy Properties.  Ozzy Properties
want to rezone the property to the state’s
new Chapter 40R designation, which
requires a vote at town meeting. The
rezoning will allow for millions of dollars
from the state for development of the site.

However, because of delays in receiving
fiscal and traffic impact studies, both Orit
Goldstein, president of Ozzy Properties, and
the Board of  Selectmen have agreed to
remove the warrant article until a later date.

There is even talk of having another
Special Town Meeting in January or
February.

What a colossal waste of time and money.

The December 5th Special Town Meeting
will cost taxpayers between three and five

thousand dollars. Selectman Donald Stewart
predicts that only 111 people will show up,
and that includes the town boards that have
to.

When the Board of Selectmen voted to
have a Special Town Meeting, the warrant
opened up to allow any warrant article,
including citizen petitions.  One article
submitted was Dr. Smith’s “lawn police” to
regulate the aesthetics of people’s private
property.  Thankfully, Dr. Smith has asked
Selectman Stewart to withdraw the article.

Another article which did not make the
warrant was to be submitted by the Finance
Committee. That article called for the
elimination of town-subsidized health
insurance for elected officials. But because
the Board of Selectmen did not support the
article, it did not make the warrant.

Another citizen petition which did make
the warrant was submitted by Lisa Hunter
and others.  This article calls for the adoption
of Massachusetts General Law, Ch. 71,
Section 71E, Schoolhouses.  Sources close

to school Superintendent Harutunian say
that he is behind this article.

The article sets up a revolving fund for
the school committee. It allows for the town
of North Andover to set up a separate
account for monies received by the school
committee in connection with adult
education, continuing education programs,
summer school, and community school
programs.

The monies may then be expended by the
school committee without further
appropriation for the purposes of the
programs from which money was received.

To date, neither the Finance Committee
nor the Board of Selectmen has voted on
this article. But monies now received from
such school programs are put back into the
general fund for appropriation and approval
by the voters at town meeting.

This article is certain to pass, since the
only voters who attend town meetings are
the special interest groups for the schools.

This means less money in the general fund
in future fiscal years and more fighting at
town meeting over the division of the town
budget.

At a typical Annual Town Meeting, like
in May 2004, there were three nights of  the
meeting in which the last two nights only
275 voters attended. That figure amounts
to a paltry 1.7 percent of the town’s registered
voters deciding the town’s business.
Compare this to the typical 25-27 percent of
voters who turn out at a spring town
election.

I think it is time for North Andover to
seriously think about getting rid of all
Special Town Meetings.

December 5, 2005 7pm
at North Andover High School

Paula Porten

Paula Porten is a former
member of the North Andover
Finance Committee and is an

attorney in Lawrence. To
contact her about this story

please e-mail her at
plporten@comcast.net
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One Counterpunch isn't Enough

After enduring jabs from Venezuelan
President Hugo Chavez for two days
in Argentina, President Bush went to
Brazil Sunday and finally threw a
counterpunch.

It was a good one, but he doesn’t
do it often enough to win the fight

against the growing number of leftist ideologues who would
unite Latin America under a socialist/authoritarian banner
— to confront the United States.

Bush didn’t name names. But in a clear reference to
Chavez and his mentor, Cuban dictator Fidel Castro, the
U.S. President spoke of divisive leaders who promote fear,
blame others for their own failures, and would return Latin
America to its days of authoritarian rule and civil wars.

Two days earlier, in Argentina, while Bush attended the
Summit of the Americas, Chavez led an anti-American
stadium rally, where he railed against Bush administration
efforts to establish a free trade area stretching from Canada
to the southern tip of Chile and Argentina.

”Each one of us brought a shovel, a gravedigger’s shovel,
because here in Mar del Plata (Argentina) is the tomb of the
Free Trade Area of the Americas,” Chavez told the cheering
crowd of more than 25,000 socialists from all over the
Americas.

Portraying the United States as the main impediment to
Latin American prosperity, in a speech of more than two
hours, Chavez repeated the same rhetoric the world is tired
is of hearing from Castro.

Sounding just like his Cuban master, Chavez repeated
his absurd allegation that the United States is getting ready
to invade Venezuela. He railed against the war in Iraq and
the injustices of U.S. economic policies. Like Castro, he
vowed that a socialist revolution will spread throughout
Latin America.

”If we are united, we can defeat imperialism and create a
better life,” Chavez said. “Just as the empire failed to stop
the Cuban revolution, they also will fail to defeat the
Bolivarian revolution.”

Well, two days later, the empire struck back. Bush waited
until he got to Brazil, reportedly to avoid giving Chavez
undue attention in Argentina, but then he laid it on the line:

Bush said Latin Americans must choose “between two
competing visions” for their future.”One offers a vision of
hope. It is founded on representative government,
integration into the world community and a faith in the
transformative power of freedom in individual lives,” Bush

told an audience of Brazilian college students and business
leaders. “The other vision seeks to roll back the democratic
progress of the past two decades by playing to fear, pitting
neighbor against neighbor and blaming others for their
own failures to provide for their people.”

This is what the United States needs to be saying in
Latin America — loud and clear and as often as possible.

But unfortunately, the region hears from Chavez and
Castro much more often than it hears from Bush. And their
broken-record routine, depicting “U.S. imperialism” as the
boogie man on which all evils can be blamed, is once again
gaining followers among the poor in Latin America.

At the summit, the United States and 28 other countries
supported setting a date to restart negotiations on creating
the free trading bloc. But no agreement was reached
because five other nations preferred to wait, at least until
world trade negotiations in December. And that was enough
for Chavez to declare that the hemispheric free trade
agreement was dead.

It’s true, sometimes Chavez acts like a clown. But as long
as he is swaying the easily-manipulated Latin-American
masses, his rhetoric should be taken seriously, and rebutted.

For too long, this country has followed a policy of
ignoring southern verbal attacks to avoid “elevating” Castro
and Chavez. It hasn’t worked. Bush and his entourage were
doing it again in Argentina last week.

Unfortunately, upon return from Latin America, most
American presidents develop a case selective amnesia. They
forget about the whole region until they are forced to go
down for another summit, where they can deliver another
band-aid speech and expect that it will be enough to
continue ignoring Latin America without problemas.

Bush now has an opportunity to change that pattern. He
should respond to these two failed leaders, but not only
because he happens to be traveling through Latin America.
He should discredit their distortions. He should take much
more time to explain how the Free Trade Area of the Americas
would create jobs and lift the region’s 220 million poor to
better lives.

He should counterpunch much more consistently, from
the White House, so that the people of Latin America can
truly see the two “competing visions.”

Miguel Perez

National Voices

Tax Gouging
Ted Tripp

North Andover Taxpayers Association

In this “year of the hurricane”
we have heard a lot about “price
gouging” from angry
homeowners who have had to
pay higher prices for everything
from plywood to gasoline to motel
rooms hundreds of miles away.
The consumer calls these higher
prices “gouging” because he is
used to paying a lesser amount
based on the “benefit value” of
the item in question. Economists

don’t recognize price gouging because they say that the
price of any item is simply determined by supply and
demand – Adam Smith and the free market are in charge.

The real problem with price gouging is when politicians
try to enact laws to satisfy their angry constituents.
Legislators try to define gouging and then outlaw it. It
never works. In spite of this, dozens of states have “anti-
gouging legislation” on their books.

What these same politicians don’t want to talk about is
“tax gouging.” This term was coined by the eminent
economist and author, Dr. Walter Williams. It is used to
describe the tendency of politicians at all levels of
government to tax us to solve all of society’s problems,
real or perceived. And if the tax doesn’t solve a particular
problem, the answer is to keep raising the tax until it does.
This ends up in the form of high taxes that don’t provide
any measurable benefit to the taxpayer. Think of it as
“greed.”

Examples are all over the place. One interesting case in
point is a federal tax on your telephone bill. In 1898 Congress
passed a temporary tax on telephones to help pay for the
Spanish-American War. One hundred and seven years later
we still have the tax, producing about $5 billion a year of
revenue to the government. I hate to go out on a limb, but
I would venture to say that none of this money goes to
paying off the Spanish-American War debt.

Another good example of tax gouging is the alternative
minimum tax added to the federal income tax code in 1978
under President Carter. Originally intended to prevent
wealthy taxpayers from paying too little in taxes, the
provision now extends to a significant portion of the middle
class and has become an onerous burden on many families.
Next time you talk with your congressman, ask him why he
continues to “gouge” the taxpayer with these outdated
and unfair tax policies.

Of course, tax gouging occurs at the state level too. This
is Massachusetts, and your representatives and senators
have become masters at the art of gouging the taxpayer. At
a time when we have record revenues coming into the state,
somehow the politicians can’t bring themselves to even
take a vote on returning the income tax rate back to its
historic 5 percent. This was another promise made and
broken by our elected officials. Even when the people
overwhelmingly voted to bring the tax rate back to 5 percent
in 2000, the legislature decided to “keep on gouging.” Their
obvious greed hasn’t diminished a bit since the state
income tax was “temporarily” raised in 1989.

At the local level, tax gouging has been checked to a
large extent by the passage of Proposition 2 ½ in 1980.
However, it still exists and more often than not takes the
form of fees. The imposition of a trash disposal fee, for
example, is a backdoor way to raise more tax revenue for a
city or town. This is simply a subtle form of tax gouging.
School bus fees, activity fees and many other new fees are
being implemented to pay for services that used to be
covered by general taxation. These fees free up tax money
for other “important” spending actions. Government
gluttony is pervasive.

Look around you. I’m sure you can come up with many
more examples of tax gouging at all levels of government.
The real question is: Why do we put up with it? Why do
we get so upset at price gouging but not tax gouging? Has
the government beaten us down to the point where we
don’t care anymore? Are we too apathetic to stop it?

These are tough questions that each of us has to address
individually if we are to check government tax gouging at
all levels.

Consider oil prices, consumer spending and overall
economic activity. Listen to any news show long
enough during
this period of
high oil/gas
prices and you
will hear that
c o n s u m e r
spending will
decline and the
economy will
suffer … not to
mention that
prices will rise
and businesses
will put off new
inves tments
because of
their increased
energy costs. It
seems perfectly
reasonable.

If a family or business has to spend more on energy,
they will have less to spend on other consumables.
Also, prices must be increased to cover the increased
energy costs. With prices headed up, inflation becomes
a concern, interest rates will be increased, and
economic activity will be curtailed even more.
Everybody knows this. We’re headed for tough times!

False PrFalse PrFalse PrFalse Premisesemisesemisesemises
Correcting the Obvious … One Silly Presumption at a Time

The Valley Patriot Sr. Economist

Data from Thompson Financial Datastream

There is just one problem. It isn’t true. Just look at
the facts. As the nearby graphic shows, oil prices have

r i s e n
d rama t i c a l l y
over the last four
years but retail
sales have not
declined.

Quite the
contrary, they
have also risen
substant ia l ly
during this
period.

So, the next
time you hear
that consumer
confidence is
declining and we
are headed for
an economic
d o w n t u r n

because of increased energy costs, you can just smile
and tell them to pick up a copy of The Valley Patriot!

You can email the Valley Patriot
Sr. Economist at

valleypatriot@aol.com
You can email Mr. Tripp at

Tripp@gis.net

To find out more about Miguel Perez, and read features
by other Creators Syndicate writers and cartoonists, visit
the Creators Syndicate web page at www.creators.com.
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You can email
Superintendent Laboy at
wlaboy@lawrence.k12.ma.us

free nations would send a clear
message to both the dictators and
the supporters of freedom around
the world. The risks of choosing
“tyrant” as a profession would be
raised dramatically. If you do chose
to be a tyrant, you know your
opponents will have access to the
resources needed to depose you
and, failing that, you will be
vulnerable to a surprise visit with
an unpleasant outcome. Freedom
movements would know that their
struggles are neither hopeless nor
suicidal.

Just as the cold war seemed
hopeless until Reagan decided to
win it, the war against local and
regional bullies can also be won.
North Korea’s Kim Jung Il, Iran’s
Ayatolas, Cuba’s Castro, Syria’s
Assad, and Zaire’s Mobutu Sese
Seko can finally join Hitler, Stalin,
and Pol Pot in the dustbin of
history … a fate they richly
deserve.

And, no, its not for the oil or for
Haliburton.

Have a
news tip,
or story
idea?

Call or email us -
we will keep your

identity
confidential.

(978) 557-5413
ValleyPatriot@aol.com

(unless we get a call from Karl Rove)

Thinking Outside the Box: Continued

Continued

misery and despair in ample
supply. The few exceptions are
countries, like Saudi Arabia, Libya
and Kuwait, that just happen to
have inherited lucrative oil
resources. In many cases,
particularly in Africa, even vast
stores of natural resources are not
sufficient to overcome the
negative effects of their failure to
accept the lessons of history.

The nearby graph of per capita
Gross Domestic Product in U.S.
dollars, based on data from
Freedom House, for countries
having populations greater than
one million, illustrates clearly the
relationship between a country’s
Freedom Score and the standard
of living of its people. Data from
the three previously listed oil-rich
countries have been excluded,
along with Singapore which is an
oddball case having a low overall
freedom score yet a relatively free,
largely capitalist economy. A table
showing per capita GDPs — with
and without these countries —
along with example countries in
each “Freedom” category is also
provided nearby. See
FreedomHouse.org for a summary
of the methodology used to
assign Freedom Scores.

Data from Freedom House
below.

Looking at the graph of GDPs,
it is clear that, if you want to be
economically successful, you
must have one of the top three
freedom scores – with a big payoff
for being in the top freedom score.
Otherwise, your only hope is to
mimic Jed Clampette and discover
black gold in your back yard.

So what can we do to move the
second and third-world countries
towards greater freedom?

 First, we should stop
subsidizing countries that are
determined to fail. Our foreign aid
merely undercuts reforms and

perpetuates failed policies. Worse
still, it actually feeds the tyrants
and makes it more difficult for
freedom movements to flourish.

Second, we should concentrate
aid and opportunities for
substantial trade on countries that
are prepared to institute the
needed reforms. Provide the
carrot where it will have the
greatest long-term benefit.

If the carrot doesn’t work, get
out the stick. In countries that are
committed to suppressing
freedom, we should actively
support freedom movements with
whatever aid they need, from
printing presses to military
equipment. If no freedom
movement exists in a given
country, confine our initial efforts
to educating the population
about liberty and free markets –
e.g., via radio/satellite broadcasts
— while confining military aid to
those countries with freedom
fighters that are willing to make
the needed sacrifices. Ninety-
nine percent of the time, there is
no need for U.S. troops.

Finally, in the most extreme
circumstances and where
legitimate freedom fighters exist
but cannot overcome an iron-
fisted regime, we should support
covert missions to attack the
leadership … repeatedly if they are
merely replaced by other thugs.
Brutal tyrants, that murder their
own people and rob them of hope,
deserve no less.

What’s in it for us? Besides the
moral imperative of spreading
human liberty, we will be both safer
and more prosperous. Why safer?
Wars are nearly unheard of
between democracies. The record
is amazingly consistent. Of the 353
wars fought between 1816 and
1991, at most one was fought
between two democracies. Why
more prosperous? In addition to
the reduced need for defense
spending, the increased
productivity of millions of newly
liberated peoples will provide new
markets for American goods and
services and increased
opportunities for trade. As is
always true when freedom
prevails, no sacrifice is required.

It is a win-win
situation.

While we
could morally
pursue this
f o u r - p a r t
policy alone, it
would be
tremendously
more effective
if we were to
enlist the
support of
other free
nations. If the
world’s leading
free nations
abandoned the
UN and instead
invested their
resources and
energies into
a n
organization
t r u l y
committed to
c o n f r o n t i n g
dictators, real
p r o g r e s s
would be
possible.

Such an
association of

Dr. Ormsby is a member of the
North Andover School
Committee. He is a graduate
of Cornell and has a doctorate
from MIT. If you have any
questions or comments, you
can contact Dr. Ormsby via
email: ccormsby@comcast.net

www.valleypatriot.com

Educational Plan (CEP) and its
measurable outcomes.

We use data to assess whether
the measurable outcomes have
been met and to further refine the
plan. Each school develops its own
School Comprehensive Education-
al Plan (S-CEP) which must be in
alignment with the system-wide
plan.

Most importantly, the Lawrence
Public Schools have developed a
culture where data-based decision
making is the norm, and we expect
everyone to know how to do it.

Analyzing data is not something
reserved for the Superintendent of
Schools and a few chosen members
of the administrative staff.
Principals and teachers must also
be capable of using data every day
to make sound decisions about
our children’s future.

Much of our professional
development training has been
devoted to teaching everyone how
to access, analyze and use data to
set improvement targets and
develop the strategies to ensure
that targets are met.

But, data goes beyond test
scores. Good data tells a story and
allows for retrospection, reflection,
and good planning. Staff and
student attendance, discipline
referrals, new teacher retention
rates - these are just a few examples
of the various types of data we
collect regularly and ask school
personnel to examine. Our
Principal Performance Peer Review
(PPPR) is an evaluative process
conducted by the Superintendent
as well as their peers. It is based
entirely on a discussion of the
school’s multiple sources of data.

We have also worked to create a
culture where collaboration is
essential.Our Professional Devel-
opment is based on the principles
of adult learning, where staff comes
together to dialogue in a collegial
manner to examine and construct
new knowledge.

The leadership and teachers in
each of our schools have read the
work of Dufour and Eaker and are
committing to the practices of a pro-
fessional learning community. It is
expected that school teams engage
in daily collaborative planning.

Leadership is the most essential
of all the essential elements. It is
the Superintendent’s role to estab-
lish the vision of a school system
and to continuously communicate
and reinforce that vision. The
Superintendent must simul-
taneously develop principal
leadership and help principals learn
how to develop teacher leadership.

Over the past five years we have
built the leadership capacity
throughout the schools to ensure
that the reforms will be successful
and sustained. And I am proud of
the bright and dedicated educators
in the Lawrence Public Schools
who have worked so hard and
achieved so much in such a short
period of time.

Laboy: Measurable
Outcomes

Continued from Page 7


